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View from the Dome 
Dear Family, Friends, and Fellow Researchers, 

WOW! First and foremost, I speak for all of us here in Lakemont when I offer a sincere and 
heartfelt THANK YOU! …for the tremendous response we got from everyone who was able to 
participate in our Grand Opening sale.  While before we felt like a bit like a foal wobbling about the 
meadow on broomstick legs, thanks to all of you we are now up on our feet and steady.  While of 
course it’s a good feeling to be pulled back away from the edge of the cliff financially, more 
importantly your calls, letters and orders have made it crystal clear that both the need and demand 
for these technologies is as great as ever.  For our part, we intend to keep it coming! 

This issue of the Kelly Research Report is spent exploring the many ways in which electricity is 
literally a driving force in our lives, as well as the lives of the crops, gardens and livestock to which 
the scalar technology may be applied.   On the smallest scale, electrical charges are the very glue 
that bind us together on the atomic level, the pumps that flush toxins and wastes from the body’s 
cells, and are responsible for the impulses that drive our nervous systems.   

Reaching more broadly, practically everyone in this nation lives their lives completely surrounded by 
an electrical and telecommunications grid that simply did not exist 125 years ago; how does this 
affect life’s more subtle electrical systems?  Are malevolent forces utilizing these grids to poison the 
foods we eat?  

Expanding our view to the planetary, while everyone has seen lightning flash in a summer storm, 
did you know that lightning strikes somewhere on the Earth’s surface 100 times per second?   
Indeed, the entire planet is a very active electrical system driven by the unlimited power of the sun, 
captured in conducting atmospheric layers that stretch 950 miles above the planetary surface!   

Most importantly, we don’t just tell you about these interesting 
phenomena; whenever possible we have tried to generate practical tips 
and strategies you can use to enhance the positive and combat the 
negative.  Remember, in these troubled times we’re going to have to help 
each other and help ourselves!   

OUR MISSION is to put top quality scalar and phase conjugate technology in the hands of the vast 
community of radionic, psychotronic and other “subtle energy” researchers and practitioners.


